[Psychosis and violence -- literature review from a preventive point of view].
Clinical experience shows that being diagnosed with a serious mental illness (SMI) significantly increases the risk of violent behaviour. The study gives a brief overview of literature on the neurophysiological, cognitive and emotional factors hypothesized behind the violent behaviour of psychotic patients. Clinical profiles show that a distinct constellation of psychotic symptoms known as threat/control-override, comorbid substance abuse, decreased adherence to and compliance with treatment as well as a higher level of hostility as measured by the PANSS, are characteristic for these patients. There is, however, no established causal link between being diagnosed with SMI and committing a violent crime. In a great number of cases, the factors behind such a crime are not psychosis-related. The study postulates several pathways ending in violent behaviour that result from the interaction of multiple factors. Following a preventive approach, it focuses on preexisting factors that go unnoticed for many years before the appearance of violent behaviour and may therefore have significant predictive value. Elevated levels of catecholamines, the dysfunction of the ventromedial-orbitofrontal cortical-amygdala system, decreased grey matter volume in the hippocampal and parahippocampal areas have proven to be important markers of vulnerability. In many cases, these factors later show in distinct impairments of neurocognitive performance and emotional functioning, prominently indeficits of executive functioning as well as in increased levels of impulsivity. Based on these established premorbid markers, the study emphasizes the importance of the prevention of violent behaviour through the early detection of cognitive and emotional dysfunction and the application of corrective measures.